Indexes of commercial property prices face much scarcer transactions data than housing indexes, yet the advent of tradable derivatives on commercial property places a premium on both high frequency and accuracy of such indexes. The dilemma is that with scarce data a low-frequency return index (such as annual) is necessary to accumulate enough sales data in each period. This paper presents an approach to address this problem using a two-stage frequency conversion procedure, by first estimating lower-frequency indexes staggered in time, and then applying a generalized inverse estimator to convert from lower to higher frequency return series. The two-stage procedure can improve the accuracy of high-frequency indexes in scarce data environments. In this paper the method is demonstrated and analyzed by application to empirical commercial property repeatsales data.
Introduction & Background
In the world of transaction price indexes used to track market movements in real estate, it is a fundamental fact of statistics that there is an inherent trade-off between the frequency of a price-change index and the amount of "noise" or statistical "error" in the individual periodic price-change or "capital return" estimates.
1 Geltner & Ling (2006) discussed the trade-off that arises, as higher-frequency indexes are more useful, but ceteris paribus are more noisy and noise makes indexes less useful. More generally, the fundamental problem is transaction data scarcity for index estimation, and this is a particular problem with commercial property price indexes, because commercial transactions are much scarcer than housing transactions. 2 However, the greater utility of higher frequency indexes has recently come to the fore with the advent of tradable derivatives based on real estate price indexes. 3 Tradability increases the value of frequent, up-to-date information about market movements, because the lower transactions and management costs of synthetic investment via index derivatives compared to direct cash investment in physical property allows profit to be made at higher frequency based on the market movements tracked by the index. Higher-frequency indexes also allow more frequent "marking" of the value of derivatives contracts, which in turn allows smaller margin requirements, which increases the utility of the derivatives. 4 In the present paper we propose a two-stage frequency-conversion estimation procedure in which, after a first-stage regression is run to construct a low frequency index, a second-stage operation is performed to convert a staggered series of such lowfrequency indexes to a higher-frequency index. The first-stage regression can be performed using any desirable index-estimation technique and based on either hedonic or repeat sales data. 5 The proposed frequency conversion procedure is optimal in the sense that it minimizes noise at each stage or frequency. We find that while the resulting highfrequency index does not have as high a signal/noise ratio (SNR) as the underlying lowfrequency indexes, it adds no noise in an absolute sense to what is in the low-frequency indexes, and it generally has less noise than direct high-frequency estimation. The 2-stage procedure thus preserves essentially all of the advantage of the low-frequency estimation while providing the additional advantage of a higher-frequency index.
The rest of the paper is organized into the following sections. In section 2, we briefly review the existing literature on estimating real estate price indexes and introduce the frequency-conversion technique, which we label as the "Generalized Inverse
Estimator" (GIE) based on the mathematical procedure it employs. In sections 3 and 4 respectively, we discuss the hypothesized merits of the proposed procedure and provide an empirical comparison between the proposed technique and other popular methods of 4 For example, margin requirements in a swap contract are dictated by the likely net magnitude of the next payment owed, which is essentially a function of the periodic volatility of the index, and volatility (per period) is a decreasing function of index frequency (simply because there is less time for market price change deviations around prior expectations to accumulate between index return reports that cover shorter time spans). Lower margin requirements allow greater use of synthetic leverage which facilitates greater liquidity in the derivatives market. 5 It could even be based on appraisal data if the reappraisals occur staggered throughout the year.
high frequency price index estimation. We conclude in section 5 that the frequency conversion procedure tends to be more accurate at the higher frequency than direct highfrequency estimation in a data scarce environment.
Prior Work and the Proposed Frequency Conversion Procedure
Goetzmann ( that make use of temporal and spatial correlation in real estate markets (see for instance, Clapp (2004) and Pace et al (2004) ). Some such techniques show promise, but are perhaps more appropriate in the housing market than in commercial property markets.
Spatial correlation is more straightforward in housing markets, and the need for transparency in a tradable index can make it problematical to estimate the index on sales outside of the subject market segment. Another concern that is of particular importance in indexes supporting derivatives trading is that the index estimation procedure should minimize the constraints placed on the temporal structure and dynamics of the estimated returns series, allowing each consecutive periodic return estimate to be as independent as possible, in particular so as to avoid lag bias and to capture turning points in the market as they occur even if these are inconsistent with prior temporal patterns in the index.
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Most of the previously noted recent techniques are unable to fully address these issues.
Bayesian procedures such as that introduced by Goetzmann (1992) can have the desirable feature of not inducing a lag bias and not hampering the contemporaneous representation in the index of turning points in the market. Such a technique, applied if necessary at the underlying low-frequency first stage, can therefore complement the frequency-conversion procedure we propose, and we explore such synergy in the present paper, finding that the frequency-conversion technique can further enhance indexes that are already optimized by such Bayesian methods.
We now introduce the frequency conversion procedure. 7 For illustrative purposes, we derive a quarterly-frequency index from four underlying staggered annual-frequency indexes. Other frequency conversions are equally possible in principle (e.g., from quarterly to monthly, or semi-annual to quarterly). Also for illustrative purposes and because they represent a scarce-data environment, we use a repeat sales database in this paper to assess the frequency-conversion technique. However, as mentioned earlier, the application of the proposed procedure is in principle not limited to any particular type of dataset, sample-size or choice of first-stage estimation methodology.
6 This is particularly important to allow the derivatives to hedge the type of risk that traders on the short side of the derivatives market are typically trying to manage. For example, developers or investment managers seek to hedge against exposure to unexpected and unpredictable downturns in the commercial property market. 7 It should be noted that the procedure introduced here is similar to what has been recently suggested in the regional economics literature, where Pavia et al (2008) provide a method for estimating quarterly accounts of regions from the national quarterly and annual regional accounts. The two methods are similar in that both use the generalized inverse, in the regional economics case to construct a quarterly regional series with movements that closely track the underlying annual figures.
As noted, commercial property transaction price data in particular is scarce (e.g., compared to housing data). To the extent the market wants to trade specific segments, such as, say, San Francisco office buildings, the transaction sample becomes so small that we may need to accumulate a full year's worth of data before we have enough to produce a good transactions-based estimate of market price movement. This is the type of context in which we propose the following two-stage procedure to produce a quarterly index.
The Proposed Methodology:
We begin by estimating annual indexes in four versions with quarterly staggered starting dates, beginning in January, April, July, and October. Label these four annual indexes: "CY", "FYM", "FYJ", and "FYS", to refer to "calendar years" and "fiscal given the amount of data that can be accumulated over the annual spans of time. It is of course important for the low-frequency indexes to minimize noise and, while not the focus of the present paper, the annual-frequency indexes depicted here employ the previously noted Goetzmann Bayesian ridge regression method, which as noted does not introduce a general lag bias.
Next, a frequency-conversion is applied to this suite of annual-frequency indexes to obtain a quarterly-frequency price index implied by the four staggered annual indexes.
We want to perform this frequency conversion in the most accurate way possible, with as little additional noise and bias as possible. How can we use those staggered annual indexes to derive an up-to-date quarterly-frequency index? Looking at the staggered annual-frequency index levels pictured in Exhibit 1, one is tempted to try to construct a quarterly-frequency index by simply averaging across the levels of the four indexes at each point in time. (Try to fit a curve "between" the four index levels.) But such a process would entail a delay of three quarters in computing the most recent quarterly return (while we accumulate all four annual indexes spanning that quarter), which for derivatives trading purposes would defeat the purpose of the higher-frequency index.
Such a levels-averaging procedure would also considerably smooth the true quarterly returns (it would effectively be a time-centered rolling average of the annual returns).
The approach we propose to the frequency-conversion procedure is a matrix operation which can be conceived of as a second-stage "repeat-sales" regression at the quarterly frequency using the four staggered annual indexes as the input repeatedmeasures data. 12 Each annual return on each of the four staggered indexes is treated like a "repeat-sale" observation in this "second-stage regression". If we have T years of history,
we will have 4T-3 such repeated-measures observations (the row dimension of the second-stage regression data matrix), and we will have 4T quarters for which we have time-dummies (the columns dimension in the regression data matrix, the quarters of history for which we want to estimate returns). We are missing "1 st -sales" observations for the first three quarters of the history, the quarters that precede the starting dates for all of the annual indexes other than the one that starts earliest in time (the CY index in our present example), as the staggered annual indexes each must start one quarter after the previous. Obviously, with fewer rows than columns in the estimation data matrix, our regression is "under-identified", that is, the system has fewer equations than unknowns.
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Basic linear algebra tells us that such a system has an infinite number of exact solutions (that is, quarterly index return estimates that will cause the predicted quarterly values to exactly match the repeated-measures observations on the left-hand-side of the secondstage regression, i.e., a regression R 2 of 100%, a perfect fit to the data which is the low-12 As noted, the input annual indexes from the first stage do not need to be repeat-sales indexes, in principle. They could be any good transactions-price based type of index, such as a hedonic index. They provide "repeated measures" in the sense that they provide repeated observations of index levels or price changes over time. 13 We cannot simply drop out the first three quarters from the second-stage index, as that will then impute the first three annual returns entirely to the first quarter (only) of the index history and thereby bias the estimation of all of the quarterly returns. Penrose (1955 Penrose ( , 1956 ) and its applications in Albert (1972) ). We shall refer to this frequency-conversion method as the "Generalized Inverse Estimator", or GIE for short. This estimator is the "Best Linear Minimum Bias Estimator" (BLMBE) (see (Chipman, 1964) for proof).
How good is the GIE as a frequency-conversion method? It adds effectively no noise and very little bias to the underlying annual-frequency returns. Appendix B shows a way to see that the bias resulting from such an estimation decreases as the number of index periods to be estimated (T) becomes large, approaching zero as the history approaches an infinite number of periods. From the simulation analysis in Exhibit 2, it can be seen that with even small values of T, the amount of bias is small and economically insignificant. In the simulation in Exhibit 2 the history consists of less than seven years, converting to 27 quarters. Exhibit 2 depicts a typical randomly-generated history of true quarterly market values (the thick black line, which in the real world would be unobservable), the corresponding staggered annual index levels (thin, dashed lines, here without any noise, to reveal any noise added purely by the frequencyconversion second stage), and the resulting second-stage GIE-estimated quarterly index levels (thin red line with triangles, labeled "ATQ" for "Annual-to-Quarterly"). 14 Clearly, the derived GIE quarterly index almost exactly matches the true quarterly market value levels. The slight deviation reflects the bias. Numerous simulations of random histories and varying market patterns over time give similar results to those depicted in Exhibit 2.
The GIE-based frequency-conversion adds only minimal and economically insignificant bias to the staggered annual indexes, while increasing the index frequency to quarterly.
Unlike other techniques that require a procedure for choosing an optimal value for a parameter, the GIE is already optimal in the class of linear estimators, and it is relatively simple to compute (see Appendix A).
An Illustration of the Setup for the 2 nd Stage Regression
To clarify and summarize the proposed procedure, consider this illustration.
Suppose the following staggered annual returns were estimated from the 1 st stage regression:
Then, as shown in the next table below, the left-hand side variable for the 2 nd stage regression will be the stack of annual returns (left-most column in the data table) and the right-hand side variables would be time-dummies that are set equal to 1 for the four return estimates, as all indexes are only indicators of relative price movements across time, not absolute price levels.
quarters that make up a particular annual return observation (the other columns in the As seen above, there are more quarterly returns to estimate than there are staggered annual return observations. Specifically, for the ATQ frequency conversion, there are always 3 extra parameters to estimate. Appendix A outlines the method used for this estimation and Appendix B shows a way to see that the bias resulting from such an estimation decreases as T becomes large. Indeed, intuitively, the reader can convince oneself that as T becomes large, the percentage difference between T and T + 3 decreases. Hence, the system gets closer to being effectively exactly identified and thus the bias goes down over time. From the simulation analysis in Exhibit 2, it can be seen that with even small values of T, the amount of the bias is small. It should also be noted that since the 2 nd -stage regression fits the stacked returns observations exactly, any noise in the estimation of the staggered annual returns gets carried over to the estimated quarterly returns, but no new noise is added. Thus, there is a direct relationship between statistically reliable 1 st and 2 nd stage estimations. For this reason the frequency conversion procedure should be viewed as a complement or "add-on" to good lowerfrequency index estimation, not a substitute for such current best practice.
General Characteristics of the Resulting Derived Quarterly Index:
Based on the foregoing argument, the 2-stage derived quarterly index (which we shall refer to here as the "GIE/ATQ", for "annual-to-quarterly") offers the prospect of being more precise than a directly-estimated single-stage quarterly index, as it is based fundamentally on a year's worth of data instead of just a quarter's worth. However, though better than direct quarterly estimation in terms of precision or noise minimization, in one sense the 2-stage index cannot be as "good" as the corresponding underlying annual-frequency indexes, if we define the index quality by the signal/noise ratio. But the GIE/ATQ will provide information more frequently than the annual indexes, and this may make a lower signal/noise ratio worthwhile. To see this, consider the following.
In the signal/noise ratio (SNR) the numerator is defined theoretically as the periodic return volatility (longitudinal standard deviation) of the (true) market price changes, and the denominator is defined as the standard deviation of the error in the estimated periodic returns. 15 The GIE/ATQ frequency-conversion procedure gives a SNR denominator for the estimated quarterly index which is no larger than that of the underlying annual-frequency indexes (due to the exact matching of the underlying annual returns noted in the previous section). That is, the standard deviation of the error in the second-stage quarterly return estimates is no larger than that in the first-stage annual return estimates, as evident in the simulation depicted in Exhibit 2 by the fact that the ATQ adds essentially no error. But the numerator of the SNR is governed by the fundamental dynamics of the (true) real estate market. These dynamics dictate that the periodic return volatility will be smaller for higher frequency returns. For example, if the market follows a random walk (serially uncorrelated returns), the quarterly volatility will be 1/SQRT(4) = 1/2 the annual volatility. This means that, even though the theoretical SNR denominator does not increase at all (no additional estimation error), the SNR in the ATQ would still be one-half that in the underlying annual indexes. If the market has some sluggishness or inertia (positive autocorrelation in the quarterly returns, as is likely in real estate markets) then the SNR will be even more reduced in the ATQ below that in the annual indexes.
Importantly, the SNR of the GIE/ATQ can still be greater than that of a directlyestimated (single-stage) quarterly index. To see this, suppose price observations occur uniformly over time. Then there will be four times as much data for estimating the typical annual return in the annual-frequency indexes compared to the typical quarterly return in the directly-estimated quarterly-frequency index. By the basic "Square Root of N Rule" of statistics, this implies that the directly-estimated quarterly index will tend to have SQRT(4) = 2 times greater standard deviation of error in its (quarterly) return estimates than the annual indexes have in their (annual) return estimates. Thus, the SNR for the direct quarterly index will have a denominator twice that of the annual indexes and therefore twice that of the GIE/ATQ 2-stage quarterly index. Of course, either way of producing a quarterly index will still be subject to the same numerator in the theoretical SNR, which is purely a function of the true market volatility. Thus, the GIE/ATQ will have a lower SNR than the underlying annual-frequency indexes, but it will have a higher theoretical SNR than a directly-estimated quarterly index. In data-scarce situations, this can make an important difference.
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To return to the essential point of the contribution of this technique, while the GIE/ATQ does not have as good a SNR as the annual indexes, it does provide more frequent returns than the annual indexes (quarterly instead of annual), and thereby does provide additional information. 17 Thus, there is a useful trade-off between the staggered annual indexes and the derived quarterly index. The GIE/ATQ gives up some SNR information usefulness in the accuracy of its return estimates, but in return provides higher frequency return information.
An Illustrative Example of Annual-to-Quarterly Derivation in DataScarce Markets:
To gain a more concrete feeling for the above-described methodology and application, consider one of the smaller (and therefore more data-scarce) markets among the 29 Moody's/REAL Commercial Property Price Indexes that are based on the RCA repeat-sales database: San Francisco Bay metro area office properties.
18 16 The fact that the GIE/ATQ theoretical SNR is greater than that of direct quarterly estimation does not mean that in every empirical instance it would necessarily be greater. It should be noted that formal definition and computation of a "standard error" for the GIE is not straightforward. As noted, the regression is under-identified, which means there are no "residuals" in the second stage. 17 Among the four staggered annual indexes we do get new information every quarter, but that information is only for the entire previous 4-quarter span, which is not as useful as information about the most recent quarter itself, which is what is provided by the ATQ. For example, a turning point in the most recent quarter will not necessarily show up in the most recent annual index, as the latter is still influenced by market movement earlier in the 4-quarter span it covers. - suggests less noise and therefore less spurious quarterly return estimates.
At first it may seem odd that the derived quarterly index can be negative when all of the staggered annual indexes that underlie it are positive. The intuition behind a result such as the above example is that an annual index could still be increasing as a result of rises during the earlier quarters of its 4-quarter time-span, with a drop in the last quarter that does not wipe out all of the previous three quarters' gains. When the most recent annual index is rising at a lower rate than the next-most-recent annual index, it can (although does not necessarily) indicate that the most recent quarter was negative. The derived quarterly return (ATQ) methodology is designed to discover and quantify such 19 In fact, as noted previously, the ATQ returns are exactly equivalent to the corresponding underlying annual-frequency returns over each 4-quarter situations in an optimal (i.e., "BLMBE") manner. As noted, simple curve-fitting of the annual indexes introduces excessive smoothing, and will not be able to pick up in a timely manner the kind of turning point just described.
The On the other hand, in spite of the anomalous uptick in 4Q2007, the directlyestimated quarterly index shows some sign of slightly temporally leading the ATQ and the annual-frequency indexes. This is most notable in the direct quarterly index's beginning to turn down in 3Q2007, one quarter ahead of the ATQ in the 2007-09 market crash. Thus, there is some suggestion in our San Francisco office example that the GIE/ATQ method may not be quite as "quick" as direct quarterly estimation at picking up a sharp market downturn, although it appears to rapidly catch up.
Hypothesized Strengths & Weaknesses of the Frequency Conversion Approach
The preceding section presented a concrete example of both the strengths and weaknesses of the 2-stage/frequency-conversion procedure for providing higherfrequency market information in small markets. The suggestion is that the advantage for the 2-stage approach over direct (single-stage) high-frequency estimation would lie in the GIE's greater precision (less noise). However, even though the 2-stage procedure is more accurate in theory than direct high-frequency estimation, either procedure may be more accurate in a given specific empirical instance, particularly if the effective increase in sample size is small, which would be the case if the change in frequency is not great.
In the empirical analysis in this paper the increase in going from quarterly to annual estimation is a fourfold increase in frequency (doubling of the "square root of N"), and
we shall see what sort of results obtain.
While precision is a potential strength of the ATQ, there may be a weakness as This has two impacts relevant for transaction price index estimation. First, the relatively few transactions that do clear during the early stages of the downturn reflect relatively positive or eager buyers. This dampens the price reduction actually realized in the market (as reflected in the prices observable in closed transactions). But it does not prevent a directly-estimated high-frequency index from reflecting that market price reduction (such as it is), as best such an index can do so (given the data scarcity, which increases the noise in the index), in the sense that the index does not have a lag bias.
The second effect of the fall-off in sales volume, however, poses a particular issue for annual-frequency indexes as compared to higher-frequency directly-estimated
indexes. An annual index reflects an entire 4-quarter span of time in each periodic return, and in the downturn/loss-aversion circumstance just described the most recent part of that 4-quarter time span has markedly fewer transaction observations than the earlier part of the span. Thus, the data used to estimate the annual index's most recent annual return is dominated by the earlier, pre-downturn sales transactions. Even though the annual index uses Bryon-Colwell-type time-weighted dummy variables (as described previously), the sparser data in the more recent part of the time span may make it difficult for the annual index to fully reflect the recent market movement. Such a difficulty in the annual indexes would then carry over into the quarterly GIE/ATQ indexes derived from them.
An Empirical Comparison of Frequency Conversion versus Direct Estimation in Data-Scarce Markets
The RCA repeat-sales database and the Moody's/REAL Commercial Property
Price Indexes based on that data present an opportunity to begin an empirical comparison of the two approaches. As noted, computation of index estimated returns standard errors is not straightforward for the GIE/ATQ, and "apples-to-apples" comparisons of estimated standard errors across the two procedures is not attempted in the present paper.
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However, there are two statistical characteristics of an estimated real estate asset market price index that can provide practical, objective information about the quality of the index. These two characteristics are the volatility and the first-order autocorrelation of the index's estimated returns series. Based on statistical considerations, we know that noise or random error in the index return estimates will tend to increase the observed volatility in the index returns and to drive the index returns' first-order autocorrelation down toward negative 50%. However, while the frequency conversion procedure seems clearly to be less noisy at the quarterly frequency on the basis of the Exhibit 4 comparison, recall that we raised a possible weak point about the 2-stage procedure in its ability to quickly and fully reflect the early stages of a sudden and sharp market downturn, such as occurred during 2007-09 in the U.S. commercial property markets. We suggested that during such times property-owner loss-aversion behavior could cause the underlying annual-frequency indexes to experience difficulty fully reflecting a late-period price drop in the market. indicates that the correlation of the direct-quarterly index with the 2-stage index one quarter later is greater than the correlation of the converse, suggesting that the directquarterly index leads the frequency-conversion index. This is the case in 13 out of the 16 indexes, which suggests that the direct-quarterly index does show some tendency to slightly lead the frequency-conversion index in time.
Conclusion
This paper has described a methodology for estimating higher frequency (e.g., quarterly) price indexes from staggered lower-frequency (e.g., annual) indexes. The application examined here is to provide higher-frequency information about market movements in data-scarce environments that otherwise require low-frequency indexes.
The proposed frequency-conversion approach takes advantage of the lower frequency to, in effect, accumulate more data over the longer-interval time periods which can be used to estimate returns with less error. Then it applies the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix in a second-stage operation in which the staggered low-frequency indexes are converted into a higher-frequency index. Linear algebra theory establishes that this frequency conversion procedure exactly matches the lower-frequency index returns and is optimal in the sense that it minimizes any variance or bias added in the second stage.
Numerical simulation and empirical comparisons described here confirm that the twostage frequency-conversion technique results in less noise than direct high-frequency estimation in realistic annual-to-quarterly indexes for practical U.S. commercial property price indexes such as the Moody's/REAL CPPI annual indexes (e.g., situations with second-sales observational frequency averaging in the mid-20s or less per quarter). The result is higher-frequency indexes that, while they have signal/noise ratios lower than the underlying low-frequency indexes, nevertheless add higher frequency information that may be useful in the marketplace, especially in the context of tradable derivatives. The only major drawback is that the frequency-conversion procedure may tend to slightly lag behind direct quarterly estimation, particularly during the early stage of a sharp market downturn. The lag appears to generally be no more than one quarter.
Finally, we would propose two strands of possibly productive directions for future research. First, throughout this paper no consideration was given to the covariance structure among the observations. Thus, more efficient estimators may exist if reasonable distribution assumptions were made and accounted for in the estimation of the high frequency series. Second, exploration of approaches that employ multiple imputation techniques in a Bayesian framework or a Markov Chain Monte Carlo context might lead to a better way of estimating high frequency indexes in a data scarce environment and in quantifying the noise that remains in the resulting indexes. With this in mind the current paper presents only a first step which may be improved upon by subsequent researchers, but which in itself appears to already have some practical value.
Appendix C presents charts of the GIE/ATQ and direct-quarterly indexes for all 16 annual-frequency Moody's/REAL Indexes.
Appendix B: A Note on the Bias in the Generalized Inverse Estimator (GIE)
Here we consider the case relevant to our present purposes, i.e. where X † = X T (X X T ) -1 . Therefore, in our application, the solution (or estimation) of the second-stage regression (equation (2) of Appendix A) can be re-written as:
Considering that the true value of the predicted variable (y) is by definition: Xb True , therefore the expected value of b is:
-1 X be the "resolution" matrix, which would have otherwise been the k by k identity (I) matrix if X had been of full column rank. In our case, the resolution matrix is instead a symmetric matrix describing how the generalized inverse solution "smears" out the b True into a recovered vector b. The bias in the generalized inverse solution is
We can formulate a bound on the norm of the bias:
Computing || R -I || can give us an idea of how much bias has been introduced by the generalized inverse solution. However, the bound is not very useful since we typically have no knowledge of || b True ||.
In practice, we can use the resolution matrix, R, for two purposes. First, we can examine the diagonal elements of R. Diagonal elements that are close to one correspond to coefficients for which we can expect good resolution. Conversely, if any of the diagonal elements are small, then the corresponding coefficients will be poorly resolved.
For the particular data matrix used in this study, i.e X is Toeplitz, the diagonal elements of R approach one very fast. For instance, for the annual to quarterly conversion, a 24 by 27 matrix (24 observations, 27 quarterly return estimates), the diagonal elements of R have a value of 0.89. For a 50 by 53 matrix, the diagonal elements have a value of 0.94. By induction, as the number of periods to be estimated (T) go to infinity, and the percentage difference between T and T-3 becomes negligible, the diagonal elements of R approach a value of 1. Hence, the bias goes to zero as the system gets closer to being effectively identified. 
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